CHAMPION
CH Blairwynn's The Great Muppet Caper (B)
By CH Blairwynn's Elmo's Maximum Overdrive x CH Blairwynn's Seductive Magic
Breeder/Owner: Carrie L Blair

CH Brevette No Resolutions (D)
By Brevette Double Patenting x GCHB CH Brevette No More Secrets
Breeder: JoAnne Ybaben
Owner: Samra Elser & JoAnne Ybaben

CH Cadaga Blairwynn Poco Diablo (D)
By Deanna's No Doubt x Cadaga Sensation
Breeder: John Oulton & Alicia Rachel Adams
Owner: Carrie L Blair & Gary J Blair

CH Cadaga Marquis Daenerys Targaryen (B)
By Deanna's No Doubt x Cadaga Sensation
Breeder: John Oulton & Alicia Rachel Adams
Owner: Paula Ray & Kevin Ray

CH Dazzle & Ezee Goin For the Bling CDX BN RAE (B)
By GCH CH Micdic's Olympic Gold CD RN x CH Ezee's Dazzle'Em At Gramel BN RA
Breeder: Lorraine Shore & Elaine S Zech
Owner: Elaine S Zech

CH Denzel Method To My Madness (B)
By Denzel Sheer Madness x CH Denzel Royal Presence
Breeder/Owner: Tracy Burdick

CH Denzel Movie Star (B)
By CH Denzel Pop Star x CH Kenara Denzel Double Talk
Breeder/Owner: Tracy Burdick

CH Disyre Follow That Dream (D)
By GCHB CH Candella Wish Upon A Star At Disyre x GCHB CH Disyre Stepping Up The Dream
Breeder: Diana Sayre
Owner: Terri Hanson & Diana Sayre

CH Emerald Garden's Tegan By Casabella (B)
By GCHS CH Valentino By Monarch CD PCD BN RE FDC OA AXJ NF T2B THD RATN CGCA TKP x Zelicaon Born To Dance
Breeder: Nancy Ann O'Connell
Owner: Darcy Ahlers & Carol Rose Lauren-Schmidt

CH Jo'C Summers Fly-By On The River (B)
By GCHG CH Lafford Fly Me Too Farleysbane x CH Jo'C Cruz'N With Attitude
Breeder/Owner: Jolene Clemmons

CH Kingsgate Wrapped In Ribbons (B)
By GCHS CH Zelicaon Butch Cassidy At Draco x CH Monarch's Just Like Heaven
Breeder/Owner: Carol Nemchick

CH Malibu Walk Like Me (B)
By CH Smile Line Queen Bless Great Fusion x Passionpaps Crazy Beautiful
Breeder/Owner: Ivy King

CH Parce Que C'Est Toi Daydream Believers (B)
By GCH CH Kandyno De Costalina x Now Remember My Name Daydream Believers
Breeder: Kathleen Roosens
Owner: Christine Havran & Kathryn Moravick

CH Primavera Chanceux Mr. Underhill (D)
By GCHB CH Primavera's Elessar x CH Primavera Chanceux Melian
Breeder/Owner: Maxine J Gurin & Joanne Paulino

CH Redland's Liberty Trippin The Runway (B)
By GCH CH Draco Runway Triple Threat At Adaugeo x CH Redland's Thunderstorm At Twilight
Breeder/Owner: Lisa Richert & Steve Richert

CH Saffire's Made In America (D)
By CH Braylor's Let'Em Reign At Mel-K x Marquis Court's Just For Fun
Breeder/Owner: Melanie Krug

CH Sosome Fairytales At Belladonna'S (D)
By CH Dream Weaver Red Fantasy By Forussi x Belladonna Sosome Moonlight Glimmer
Breeder: Cheri Ann Sillers
Owner: Ms. Kerri Pettey & Kayleigh Malone

CH Tiny T Xtremely De'Vine (B)
By CH Tiny T Sir Anthony x Topasar Xtreme Lee Cute
Breeder: Sally A Howard
Owner: Janice M Leonard & Sally A Howard

CH Too Cutes Center Stage (D)
By GCHB CH Nightfire's Unique But Real x GCHB CH Too Cutes Lollipop Of Gbk
Breeder/Owner: Suzanne Johnson
CH Vala Romancing In The Ring (B)  
By GCH CH Toon Town Perfect Cadence x Ellmara Tri The Romance  
Breeder/Owner: Michael Philip

CH Whitestar’s A Midnight Spell (D)  
By CH Whitestar’s Tri’d N True x GCH CH Whitestar’s Emerald Lace  
Breeder/Owner: Arvilla White & Diane Ashburn

GRAND CHAMPION  
GCH CH Acadia’s View From The Top (B)  
By GCHS CH Acadia’s Play It Again Sam x Deanna’s Sunshine In Acadia  
Breeder/Owner: Linda Post

GCH CH Cadaga Marquis There Is No Substitute (B)  
By CH Alfa’s Superstar x Alfa’s Calypso  
Breeder: John Oulton & Alicia Rachel Adams  
Owner: Paula Ray & Kevin Ray

GCH CH Candella Legend Of Zelda (B)  
By GCH CH Domino’s On The Money x GCHB CH Candella Will O' Wisp  
Breeder/Owner: Carol Ochs

GCH CH Casabellas Great Expectations By Dak RN CGCA TKA (D)  
By GCH CH Emerald Garden Snow King At Zelicaon x GCH CH Zelicaon Of Casabella BN RA CGCA TKN  
Breeder: Audra Lynn & Carol R. Lauren-Schmidt  
Owner: Carol R Lauren-Schmidt & Audra Lynn

GCH CH Denzel The Power Dresser (B)  
By GCH CH Denzel The Devil’s Advocate x CH Denzel Dress For Success  
Breeder: Tracy Burdick  
Owner: Christine Teets & Tracy Burdick

GCH CH Jo’C Dreams Fly-By Drift’N Down River (D)  
By GCHG CH Lafford Fly Me Too Farleysbane x CH Jo’C Cruz’N With Attitude  
Breeder/Owner: Jolene Clemmons

GCH CH Kirin’s Cherry Blossom (B)  
By GCHB CH Nightfire’s Unique But Real x CH Alfa’s Ruby  
Breeder: Barbara Gossett  
Owner: Ramona Cerretti

GCH CH Lafford Kandy Apple (B)  
By GCH CH Flolin Fly For The Starsign x Lafford Icandy  
Breeder: Mrs. Carol Lees  
Owner: Linda C Foiles

GCH CH Windlake Karousel Spirit Of Alfa At Patuxent (B)  
By GCHG CH Alfa’s Forevr Rebel Spirit x GCH CH Windlake Got Me On My Knees  
Breeder: Mrs. Jacquelyn C Cantwell & Dr. Vernon W Cantwell M.D. & Salwa S Alfadl  
Owner: Letty McNulty & Jacquelyn Cantwell & Frank Gilmer

GRAND CHAMPION BRONZE  
GCHB CH Flolin What A Wonderful World (D)  
By GCH CH Starsign’s Trickn’ St. Nick x CH Flolin Chic  
By Design Starsign  
Breeder/Owner: Linda C Foiles

GRAND CHAMPION SILVER  
GCHS CH Crown Jewel Royal Treasure At Adaugeo (B)  
By GCH CH Draco Runway Triple Threat At Adaugeo x GCH CH Zelicaon Lonestar Belle Of The Ball  
Breeder: Shay Paskvan & Joe PaskVan  
Owner: Danae Fayard

GRAND CHAMPION GOLD  
GCHG CH Sir Newton (D)  
By GCH CH Shogun’s Prince Of Mayhem On Silkwings x Monarch’s Lady Tonette  
Breeder: Margie Riccomini  
Owner: Ms. Katherine Mims

COMPANION DOG  
Daisy Chain King Of Hearts CD BN RN CGC (D)  
By CH Liberty’s Walk This Way x Marquis The Gilded Lily  
Breeder: Carol Purath & Kevin M Ray & Paula Ray  
Owner: Roberta K Rupert

Loteki It’s Up To Me CD BN TKN (D)  
By GCH CH Loteki Civil Uprising x CH Loteki It's A Good Hair Day  
Breeder: Lou Ann King  
Owner: Jane B Terry
CH Topflite Vega Hear Me Roar CD PCD BN MX MXJ MJB NF CGC (D)
By CH Topflite Merit Tee Time x CH Vega Starlite Petite Ange
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher & Vicki Olson
Owner: Kay Detampel & Cassie Detampel & Sandra L Schumacher

COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT
Loteki Blowing In The Wind CDX BN RN NAJ (D)
By GCH CH Loteki For The Good Of Mankind x CH Loteki The Wind In My Hair
Breeder: Lou Ann King
Owner: Barry Palmer

Phyllis's Mystery Girl Destination Known CDX BN RN CGC (B)
By GCHG CH Mystery's Question Mark x Glorija Margenis
Breeder: Jennifer Widing
Owner: Mrs. Phyllis Gail Smith

UTILITY DOG
Arrow's Cutting Edge UD PCDX BN GN GO RN CGCA (D)
By Rowley's Diamond Connection x Foxfire'S-Arrow Simply Irresistible
Breeder: Alan R Rowley M.D.
Owner: Diana Kerew-Shaw & Steven Shaw

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 5
GCH CH Denzel The Devil Made Me Do It UDX5 OMS5 (D)
By CH Denzel Hail To The Chief x CH Denzel Devil-May-Care CGCA
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Eugene I Morris & Ann C Arnold

OTCH MACH Starfleet's Good Adventure UDX5 OM7 BN RN MXB MB MJB (D)
By GCH CH Starfleet Special Prosecutor x Starfleet Moonlight Tiara
Breeder: Kathy Taylor
Owner: Cathy Parker

BEGINNER NOVICE
Checkitout Disorderly Conduct BN RN (B)
By Patuxent's Looking For Justice x Checkitout Dirt Road Reckoning CD BN RE NAJ
Breeder/Owner: Kelsey Corn & Karyn Corn

Loteki Secret Moment BN RN (B)
By GCH CH Andali's Secret Obsession x GCHB CH Loteki In The Heat Of The Moment
Breeder: Lou Ann King
Owner: Rebecca A Elliott & Jeffrey N Elliott

Namaste To The Shores Of Tripoli BN RE CA CGC (D)
By GCH CH Siljans Secret Connection x Namaste Nine Inch Nails
Breeder: Lorelei L Bayless & Daniel Bayless
Owner: Rachel Hanna

Sleepy Creek's Diamond's N Pearls BN (B)
By GCHS CH Namaste Mission To Civilize x CH Sleepy Creek Sailor Man's Image CD BN CGC
Breeder: Mary Frisch & Candy Janke & Hannah Janke
Owner: Candy Janke & Hannah Janke & Kendal Fabisiak

CH Starfleet The Q Continuum BN RN (D)
By GCHS CH Micfriends Willing And Able x Starfleet Resistance Is Futile
Breeder: Kathy Taylor & Danika Franklin
Owner: Donna Faulkner

PREFERRED COMPANION DOG
Phyllis's Mystery Girl Destination Known CDX PCD BN RN CGC (B)
By GCHG CH Mystery's Question Mark x Glorija Margenis
Breeder: Jennifer Widing
Owner: Mrs. Phyllis Gail Smith

Spotlight Vienna Tri Symphony PH PCD BN RN OA NAJ NF CGC TKI (B)
By CH Tuinluv's Flaunt It Markenhaus x GCH CH Spotlight London Tri Symphony
Breeder: Kim Barbolini
Owner: Melanie Harriman

PREFERRED COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT
Phyllis's Mystery Girl Destination Known CDX PCD BN RN CGC (B)
By GCHG CH Mystery's Question Mark x Glorija Margenis
Breeder: Jennifer Widing
Owner: Mrs. Phyllis Gail Smith
GRADUATE OPEN
Karasu Life In The Fast Lane CDX PCDX GO (B)
By GCHB CH Titian's Late Night x CH Karasu Calendar Girl
Breeder: Bobbie Morgan
Owner: Bobbie Morgan & Karen Greenleaf

PREFERRED UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT
Wildfire’ When Hell’ Freezes Over CD PUDX BN GO RN (B)
By CH Wildfire Game On x CH L'Ete Wildfire High Society
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Sharon S Jordan

RALLY NOVICE
Clear Sky B Bentley Dealership PCD BN RN CGC (D)
By GCHS CH Whitestar's Come Fly With Me x Clear Sky Della Reese
Breeder/Owner: Susan Nikkel

Clearlake Little Demon Dekene RN MXJ NF (D)
By CH Clearlake Widowmaker x CH Clearlake Flower Power II
Breeder: Elyse Claire Vandermolen
Owner: Sherry D Neumann

Jimjac Total Impact Of Sage Angels' BN RN (D)
By CH Jimjac's Tropical Storm x Jimjac's Hope Springs Eternal
Breeder: Jacqueline Smith & Jimmy D Smith
Owner: Nikole N Gear-Marien

CH Marquis Inside Information RN CGCA (D)
By CH Marquis The Good Life x Marquis Royal Providence
Breeder: Kevin M Ray & Paula Ray
Owner: Kathy Knuckles & Stacy Newton & Katie Falls

Nightfire's Fight To Win RN BCAT DN (D)
By Best Bendzamin Night Dream x Nightfire's One For Winning
Breeder: Yvonne Weber
Owner: Maria Oehler

Startyme's Boy Toy RN OA OAJ NF (D)
By CH Zelicaon And That's The Way It Is At Startyme x Deanna’s Witchy Woman
Breeder: Jane Satterwhite
Owner: Ms. Laura Janecek

RALLY ADVANCED
CH Starfleet The Q Continuim BN RA (D)
By GCHS CH Micfriends Willing And Able x Starfleet Resistance Is Futile
Breeder: Kathy Taylor & Danika Franklin
Owner: Donna Faulkner

Trixie X RA (B)
By M & M II x Rr
Breeder: Mr. VIC ADOLFO MAGBUAL Jr.
Owner: Mrs. Leona Payes

RALLY EXCELLENT
Blicci's Jewelina RE OA AXJ CA (B)
By GCHG CH Mystery's Question Mark x Lamonia's Evelina
Breeder: Jane Raemy & Sven Thrysoe
Owner: Barbara Trana

Josandre' Ph Black Magic BN RE NAJ CGCA TKN (D)
By CH La Ren He Comes x Kvar Full Moon Magic
Breeder: Mary Jo Loye & Janis L McLaren
Owner: Lesa Layman & Mary Jo Loye

La Ren Harvest Moon CD BN RE CGCA TKN (D)
By CH La Ren Moon Walker x La Ren Enjoy The Night
Breeder: Janis L McLaren & Linda Giorgi & Carol Stackhouse
Owner: Debra M Hughes

Riff Raff's Ready To Rock CDX PCD BN RE CGC (D)
By Exclusive Image Forussi x CH Canisphere’s Angel Eyes
Breeder: Mardell Leppington
Owner: Rosemarie Leroy

Sandra's Little Skittle VCD1 BN RE OAP NF OFP (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Sandra Hill

GCH CH OTCH MACH2 Topflite Ricochet VCD2 UD2X PUDX OM4 BN GN VER RE FDC MXB MJS MXF TQX T2B CGC (D)
By CH Topflite Lyndor Fast Money OA OAJ x Topflite High Crime
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Gerianne F Darnell & Sandra L Schumacher
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RALLY ADVANCED EXCELLENT
Medlee's Desiderata RAE TKN (D)
By CH Krystal Whiskey Sour x Medlee's Peanut Butter Parfait
Breeder: Susan C Austin
Owner: Mrs. Sharon Pratt Mille

FARM DOG CERTIFIED
MACH Casanova's Midnight Spirt CDX BN GN RAE FDC MXB MJS NJP NF T2B CA THDA RATN CGCA TKP (D)
By Tuffy's Black Spirit x Trinket's Midnight Dawn
Breeder: Gloria Bonte & Dale Bonte
Owner: Carol R. Lauren-Schmidt

Cha-Ching Buster Brown CD BN RE FDC AX AXJ NF CGCU (D)
By CH MACH Cha-Ching Pappys Silver Dollar CD MXB MJS x MACH Cha-Ching Wings Of Flight CDX RA MXS MJS OF
Breeder: Lois Schweitzer & Ms. Lynne Godshall
Owner: Ms. Lynne Godshall & Betty Lou Marter

S&L’s Painted Smile UD PCDX BN GN GO RAE3 FDC CGC TKP (B)
By Pic’s American Sharpshooter x S&L Mikimoto
Breeder: Laura Zade
Owner: Norine Nieman

GCH CH OTCH MACH2 Topflite Ricochet VCD2 UDX2 PUDX OM4 BN GN VER RA FDC MXB MJS MXF TQX T2B CGC (D)
By CH Topflite Lyndor Fast Money OA OAJ x Topflite High Crime
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Gerianne F Darnell & Sandra L Schumacher

GCHS CH Valentino By Monarch CD PCD BN RE FDC OA AXJ NF T2B THD RATN CGCA TKP (D)
By CH Monarch's Mighty Titus By Sandel x Monarch's Blossom Queen
Breeder: Margie Riccomini
Owner: Carol R. Lauren-Schmidt & Audra Lynn

NOVICE Agility
CH Candella Talkin’ A Blue Streak NA NAJ (D)
By GCH CH Domino's On The Money x GCHB CH Candella Will O’ Wisp
Breeder: Carol Ochs
Owner: Karen Wlodarski & Carol Ochs

Domino’s Full Speed Ahead NA NAJ TKN (D)
By CH Domino's Toast Of The Town x Domino's Spirit On Clearlake
Breeder: Laura Temperato & Leona G Domino
Owner: Sue Ann Branstein

Eevee Blossom NA NAJ CGC (B)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Kelly Deveney

Fairy Tails' Star Light Star Bright NA NAJ (B)
By CH Fairytails Once Upon A Miracle BN CGC x Kay-bar's She’s The Real Thing
Breeder: Pamela A Wright
Owner: Junko Mori & George Johnson

Nanken Beauregard Petit Ami NA (D)
By CH Nanken Heezza Kool Dude x Nanken Secret At Midnight
Breeder: Nana Ridgeway
Owner: Mr. Charles K. Burdick & Deborah L Burdick

Parasol Stille This Girl Is On Fire NA ACT2 CGC TKN (B)
By CH Diamondsun Dbl Justice Parasol x Diamonsun’s Quill Of Enya
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: Rita Stille

GCH CH Starsign's Wild And Wonderful CDX BN RE FDC NA NAJ CA BCAT RATN (B)
By Starsign's Flolin I Shot The Sheriff x Starsign's Livin On A Prayer
Breeder: Patty Gemmill
Owner: Barbara Grubb & Patty Gemmill

Zelicaon I'M A Barbie Girl At Willow's Pond BN RN NA NAJ CGC (B)
By CH Zelicaon Royal Click x CH Willow's Pond Butterflies & Alibi's At Zelicaon
Breeder: Vicki Eckstein & Mr. Forrest G Johnson
Owner: Ms. Lynn K Reece

NOVICE Agility Preferred
Bryce Logan Decheubel NAP NJP (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Sharon Decheubel
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Our Little Sweetheart NA AXJ NAP NFP (B)
By Norad Winkie Pivo x Sweet Heart Of My Heart
Breeder: Renee Balek Dugal & John B Dugal
Owner: Leah Andersen

OPEN AGILITY
Flolin From Start To Fynnish BN RE OA OAJ CGCA CGCU (D)
By GCH CH Flolin Fly For The Starsign x CH Starsign's Some Day I'Ll Be Famous
Breeder: Donna J Clas
Owner: Nicole M Tougas

Jad's Spice Thyme To Shine RN OA NAJ CGCA (B)
By MACH Spice's Jet Around Thyme CD BN RE MXS MIG AXP AJP T2B CGCA CGCU x Jad's Pretty Miss Molly
Breeder: Jo-Anne Dorman
Owner: Ms. Linda Mills

Mck American Storm OA NAJ (D)
By Simarron's Unbelievable x Mck American Maid AX AXJ CGC
Breeder/Owner: Karen Lawrence

River Run Higher Education OA OAJ (B)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Cathy Winkler

Rorralore Benito OA NAJ (D)
By CH Up And Down's Giorgio x CH Rorralore Sylvie
Breeder: Ms. Charlotte Clem McGowan
Owner: Joyce Moody

Springhill Jacks Are Wild BN RN OA NAJ NF (D)
By CH Springhill Keeper O' The Star CD RN OA OAJ x Springhill To The Moon Alice
Breeder: Shareen Boyers & Dealton Boyers
Owner: Christine Jinks & Charles Jinks

CH Starstruck Laugh It Up! OA OAJ NF (D)
By CH MACH4 Starstruck Moonshadow Chinak MXC MJB2 NF x CH MACH2 Starstruck Everybody Knows My Name MXG MJG
Breeder: Andrea Samuels
Owner: Arlene G Collins & Andrea Samuels

Windlake Lone Star We Struck Gold OA OAJ (D)
By CH Patuxent's Very Superstitious At Windlake x Windlake French Connection
Breeder: Jacquelyn Cantwell & Vernon W Cantwell
Owner: Carole Cribbs

OPEN AGILITY PREFERRED
Dollar Bar's Taxi Meter Running OAP NJP NFP (D)
By GCH CH Tallis Pepper & Spice CD BN RN x Starfleet Violet Nebula
Breeder: Deborah Schenck
Owner: Nancye Scalamandre & Jack Bandel

AGILITY EXCELLENT
Domino's Insurgent Of Wolfcreek AX AXJ (D)
By CH Domino's Toast Of The Town x CH Domino's In Vogue
Breeder: Leona G Domino & Laura Temperato
Owner: Leslie A Myers D.V.M.

Lebijou Ease On Down The Road AX AXJ (B)
By CH Reynolds Sumlucs Royal Hynus x CH Lebijou Devine Design RN
Breeder: Maureen G Dyer
Owner: Jerusha R Gurvin

Our Little Belle Starr AX AXJ OF (B)
By Lord Of The Dance Vom Cavalierchen x Daisy Vom Kleiner Adel Haus CD
Breeder: Marielle Lemal
Owner: Leah Andersen

Sunburst Under The Radar CDX BN RN AX OAJ NF (D)
By CH Kinduhaven's Cover Story CD RAE x Sandridge's Bonnie Blue Bell
Breeder: Jill K Clark
Owner: Paula Austin

Topflite One For The Money AX OAJ NF (D)
By CH Krystal Machiavelli x CH Topflite Money In Motion
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Chris Primmer & Sandra L Schumacher & Jim Primmer

AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED
Life In The Fast Lane Cruz AXP AJP NFP (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Karalee Blau
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MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
Black Mountain Far And Away MX AXJ OF TKA (B)
By MACH Livewire Espiritu Primo MXB MJB MXF TQX
x Black Mountain With Wild Abandon
Breeder: Alice M Blazer
Owner: Ms. Marie Wickhorst

Crackhead High On Life MX MXJ (D)
By MACH2 Spinillons Seymour MXG MJB2 x CH Spinillons Truly Unruly AX MXJ
Breeder: Marilyn Leff & Gayle York
Owner: Eileen Ewins

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY
Alasera's U R Th e One That I Want MX MXB MXJ OF T2B (B)
By GCH CH La Ren Let The Good Times Roll x MACH3 Alasera's Catch Me If U Can MXG MJS2 XF T2B2
Breeder/Owner: Lisa Pertile & Terence Pertile

Get Revd Bizou MX MXB MXJ MJB OF (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Barbara Demascio

CH Marquis Get The Party Started RN MX MXB MXJ MJB (B)
By Marquis Night Shadow On The Prowl x Marquis Royal Providence
Breeder: Kevin M Ray & Paula Ray
Owner: John Gooldy & Ida Gooldy & Paula Ray

World War Z MX MXB MXJ MJB NF CGC (D)
By GCH CH Copella Creating Chaos x CH Copella Here Comes Trouble
Breeder: Ashley Grissom & Shirley Horn
Owner: Judy Ramsey

MASTER GOLD AGILITY
MACH2 Domino’s Kissed By A Breeze MXG MJC (D)
By CH Domino’s Luck Of The Draw CD PCDX RE OA OAJ x Domino Sealed With Cady'skiss
Breeder: Leona G Domino & Chester M Domino
Owner: Jane Patalon
MACH Kathurah’s Amazing Moose Bullwinkle MXG MJS XF T2B2 RATO CGC (D)
By Monarch's Sir Lancelot x Kathurah’s Amazing Grace Sarah NA NAJ MXP MJP NFP
Breeder/Owner: Florence L Burwell & Tim J Burwell

MACH3 Topflite Leaps And Bounds MXG MJG (B)
By Hodges Clearlake Out Of Bounds x CH Topflite Right Kind Of Wrong CD
Breeder: Lex Van Tighem & Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Kathy Houston & Lex Van Tighem & Sandra L Schumacher

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY 2
MACH5 Georgia’s Jumpin' Jack Flash MXB2 MJB2 XF T2B (D)
By Denny’s Cadeau Walk’N On Water x Butterfly World’s Tricky Girl
Breeder: Jennifer Fiorentino
Owner: Steffan Moody

MASTER SILVER AGILITY 2
MACH5 Geocyn's Learning To Fly MXS2 MJG2 XF T2B2 (B)
By Dundee's I Walk The Line x MACH8 Elmac Sheena Blew By U Adfam MXB3 MJC3 XF T2B2
Breeder/Owner: Geoffrey Teare

CH MACH3 Kendra's Stille The One MXS2 MJ52 OF T2B (D)
By MACH5 PACH2 Kendra’s Stille Fly’N High CDX MXG2 MJG2 MXP7 MXPS MJP6 PAX2 XF x Kendra Kismet’s Special Angel
Breeder: Susan Kendra
Owner: Rita Stille

MACH6 Topflite Cold Cash 2 Stash UD MXS2 MJG2 MFG TQX (D)
By CH Topflite Lyndor Fast Money OA OAJ x Topflite Winter Games
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Marilene Froke & Sandra L Schumacher

MACH4 Wildcard Gold Standard MXS2 MJG2 NF (D)
By CH Golden Leafs Vision x CH Majestic Joy Quest For Gold
Breeder: Stacy Newton & Rita L Koy & Zachary L Newton
Owner: John Gooldy & Ida Gooldy & Zachary L Newton
MASTER GOLD AGILITY 2
CH MACH6 Chinak Starstruck Bolt Of Magic MXG2 MJG2 XF T2B7 RATO (D)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MPJB MPJP PAX MXF TQX T2B x Steneko's Walls Of Jericho
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg & Andrea Samuels
Owner: Michael Chester & Donna Chester

MACH5 New Horizon King Of Cool MXB2 MJS2 MXP MJP XF (D)
By Candella Hotlanta Harry x CH New Horizon Dance Crazy
Breeder: Robert Pili & Renee Pili
Owner: Arlene Collins & Renee Pili

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY 3
MACH7 Candella Saturday Night Fever MXB3 MJC3 XF CA CGC (D)
By Ringlands Golden Image x CH Candella Zigzag Zoe NA NAJ
Breeder: Carol Ochs
Owner: Karen Wlodarski

MACH2 Thora's Tiny Tiko RA MXG MJC MXP2 MJP OF T2B2 (D)
By Lakecountry's Little Rascal x Winterhaven Mika Mo
Breeder: Ms. Lisa Ann Turpin
Owner: Heidi Iverson

MASTER SILVER AGILITY 4
MACH10 Primavera's Sweet Baby James MXS4 MJS5 MXF T2B4 (D)
By CH Asia Primavera Rapier Wit x Primaveras Ithil
Breeder: Maxine J Gurin & Richard L Bauer
Owner: Eileen Ewins

MACH2 Wingazen Royal Knight CDX RAE MXG MJC MXP3 MXPB MPJB PAX OF T2B (D)
By CH Wingazen I Am All Ears x CH Marquis Premonition
Breeder: Carol Morris & Kevin M Ray & Paula Ray
Owner: Susan Cummings

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 2
AGCH MACH21 PACH Chinak La Ren On A Whim MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG MXP3 MPJB PAX FTC2 MF53 TQX T2B (B)
By CH La Ren Chase The Moon x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke

MACH6 PACH4 Adfam's Mini Cooper CD RA MXS2 MJG2 MXP9 MXPG MPJP10 MPJC PAX4 NF T2B THD CGCA TKN (D)
By CH Adfam's Romeo Of Elmac x Charmar Amber St Blaise-Adfam
Breeder: Renea M Adams & Steven L Adams
Owner: Christine Burton

MACH2 Forevermore Raven's Whimsy CD RAE MXB MJS MXP10 MPJB PAX3 XF T2BP (D)
By CH Starsign's Best Bet Of Monarch x CH Starsign's On Ravens' Wings
Breeder: Lauren K McNulty & Letty McNulty
Owner: Letty McNulty
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MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 12
PACH2 Tigger MX AXJ MXP12 MXPC MJJP9 MJPG
PAX4 (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Jane Patalon

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 14
CH PACH3 Bloom An Made To Love CDX PCD BN RE
AX AXJ MXP14 MXPB2 MJJP3 MJPB2 PAX4 OF OFP
T2BP2 (D)
By CH Bloom An’s Maximum Attitude BN RN x Allote
Bloom An Center Stage
Breeder: Annette Blomquist & Candace Blomquist
Owner: Judy Edinger

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY PREFERRED
AGCH MACH21 PACH Chinak La Ren On A Whim
MXB6 PDG MJJP JG MXPB PAX FTC2 MFS3 TQX
T2B18 (B)
By CH La Ren Chase The Moon x La Ren Chinak Night
Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke

Starstruck Heir Apparent CD MX MXJ MXP2 MXPB
MJP3 MJPB (D)
By CH Marquis Revolutionary x Starstruck Crown
Jewell
Breeder: Rosemarie Williamson
Owner: Gale Sessa

MASTER CENTURY AGILITY PREFERRED
MACH PACH3 Forevermore Raven’s Whimsy CD RAE
MXB MJJS MXP10 MXPC MJJP3 MJPB2 PAX3 XF
T2BP (D)
By CH Starsign’s Best Bet Of Monarch x CH Starsign’s
On Ravens’ Wings
Breeder: Lauren K McNulty & Letty McNulty
Owner: Letty McNulty

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER
Bonniejean Alliance With Starfleet NAJ (B)
By GCH CH Starfleet Special Prosecutor x CH Starfleet
Mercedes In Black For Bonniejean
Breeder: Bonnie J Kost & Kathy Taylor
Owner: Judy Edinger & Bonnie J Kost

Center Stage OA NAJ (B)
By CH Sabamores Read My Lips x Katurah's -Lianjas
Quantum Of Solace
Breeder: Pamela Schwei kert
Owner: Patricia D. Carlton & Pamela Schwei kert

Eevee Blossom NAJ CGC (B)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Kelly Deveney

Fairy Tails’ Star Light Star Bright NA NAJ (B)
By CH Fairytails Once Upon A Miracle BN CGC x Kay-
Bar’s She’s The Real Thing
Breeder: Pamela A Wright
Owner: Junko Mori & George Johnson

Patuxent's Fleur-De-Lis NAJ NF (D)
By Patuxent’s Looking For Justice x CH MACH3
Nightfire’s Just Dance MXC MJS2 NF
Breeder: Letty McNulty
Owner: Mindy Mclellan

GCH CH Starsign's Wild And Wonderful CDX BN RE
FDC NA NAJ CA BCAT RATN (B)
By Starsign's Flo in I Shot The Sheriff x Starsign’s Livin
On A Prayer
Breeder: Patty Gemmill
Owner: Barbara Grubb & Patty Gemmill

Sunara Loud N Proud 12th Man NAJ CGC (D)
By Zelicaon Down To Earth x Sunara Pot Of Gold NA
OAJ CGC
Breeder: Jackye Morse & Penney Morse
Owner: Emylee Tolliver

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED
Bryce Logan Decheubel NJP (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Sharon Decheubel

MACH2 Reese Lightning MXS MJC NJP MXF T2B CGC
(D)
By Sugarmacks Marcell x Two By Two's Celine
Breeder: Charity Johnson
Owner: Toni Lynn Moody & Steffan G Moody
OPEN AGILITY JUMPER
GCH CH Rorralore Foolproof OA OAJ (D)
By CH Boy Of Tony You Don’T Fool Me El-Afrafi x CH Rorralore Kalista
Breeder: Ms. Charlotte Clem McGowan
Owner: Margie B Huoppi & Ms. Charlotte Clem McGowan

Runway’S-N-Azurestar’s Ever In Your Favor NA OAJ (D)
By GCH CH Draco Runway Triple Threat At Adaugeo x GCH CH Ew’s Prima Donna
Breeder: Julia Motega & Alexa Motega
Owner: Jennifer Panattoni

Shady Lane’s Tinker Belle NA OAJ CAA (B)
By CH Shady Lane's Shogun's Dream Of Glory x Shady Lane's Belle Of The Ball
Breeder: Red W Lane
Owner: Lori Ashe

Springhill Jacks Are Wild BN RN OA OAJ NF (D)
By CH Springhill Keeper O' The Star CD RN OA OAJ x Springhill To The Moon Alice
Breeder: Shareen Boyers & Dealton Boyers
Owner: Christine Jinks & Charles Jinks

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER
Denzel Allistar Crafted With Confidence OA AXJ CGC (D)
By CH Denzel Crafted With Care x GCH CH Denzel High Maintenance
Breeder: Beth Gray & Tracy Burdick
Owner: Cheryl Meyer & Derek Anderson

CH Kyterals Imperial Sweet Caramel Kiss CD BN OA AXJ (B)
By CH Queen Bless Jp Tri Back x Maximilian Kyteral Something Sweet
Breeder: Terri Mount & Patricia G Groff
Owner: Paula Austin

Nanken Chantilly AX AXJ (B)
By CH Nanken Moonlight Sonata x Nanken Queen Of Diamonds
Breeder: Nana Ridgeway
Owner: Kathleen Croft

Pinkribbon’s Hocus Pocus OA AXJ NF (D)
By CH Castel’s Montague x Bluechip Sweet Little Kiss
Breeder: Olga Gagne & Nadine J Livingston
Owner: Barbara Scanlan

Pip Thornsberry OA AXJ OF TKN (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Miranda Thornsberry

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED
Life In The Fast Lane Cruz AXP AJP NFP (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Karalee Blau

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
Clearlake Little Demon Dekene MXJ NF (D)
By CH Clearlake Widowmaker x CH Clearlake Flower Power II
Breeder: Elyse Claire Vandermolen
Owner: Sherry D Neumann

GCH CH Marrics Pirates Treasure AX MXJ XF TKP (D)
By CH Marrics Up And Down The Boulevard x GCHS CH Lilly’s Strawberry Fields
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens
Owner: Mary Hostetter & Marcy Wyrens

CH Starstruck Oh My Word! AX MXJ NF (B)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MPX PAX MXF TQX T2B x GCH CH MACH2 Starstruck Remember My Name MXS MJC
Breeder/Owner: Andrea Samuels

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER
Penppaps Kamikaze Cosmo MX MXJ MJB (D)
By El Bandito x Penppaps Abba Dabba Doo
Breeder: Jenn Lichvarcik
Owner: Sue Belebczuk

Tigger Donahue MX MXJ MJB OF TKN (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Karen Donahue
MASTER SILVER JUMPER
MACH Denzel Clowning Around CD PCD BN RE MXB MJS OF T2B RATS CGCA TKP (D)
By CH Denzel Tomfoolery x Denzel Come Sail Away
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Regina Edwards

Wingssong Time For Me To Fly RA MX MXB MXJ MJS OF (D)
By CH Wingssong Southern Comfort NA OAJ NF x CH Wingssong Some Like It Hot
Breeder: Sandie Comise & Pat Jones
Owner: Sandie Comise

MASTER GOLD JUMPER
MACH Nanken Flyin' High MXS MJG (B)
By Carousel Poker Chip x Nanken Secret At Midnight
Breeder: Dorothy E Teeple & Nana Ridgeway
Owner: Sharon Rooks

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER 2
MACH3 Canispheres Starstorm Red Hott RN MXC MJB2 NF CGC (B)
By CH Kenmar Ii Run For The Roses x Sunshoo Imahot Chocolate Gleniren
Breeder: Karen Shiels
Owner: Jennifer Graves & Borys Jurymowycz & FM MacDonald & C Ringstrom

MACH3 Eureka's Maxima MXB2 MJB2 T2B (D)
By CH Joco's Moonlight Cruise x CH Nankan Sugar N Spice
Breeder/Owner: Patricia Matevich

CH MACH2 Sleepy Creek Lightning Strikes Twice UD BN RA MXS MJB2 XF T2B (D)
By GCH CH Ashlor's Smooth Sailing UD RE AX AXJ x CH Sleepy Creeks Chill N Goodtime RN
Breeder: Candy Janke & Hannah Janke
Owner: Paula Eytalis

CH MACH4 Starstruck Moonshadow Chinak MXC MJB2 NF (D)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MJPB MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg & Andrea Samuels
Owner: Andrea Samuels

MASTER SILVER JUMPER 2
MACH3 Alasera's Catch Me If U Can MXG MJS2 XF T2B (B)
By MACH5 Alasera's Grand Slam MXB2 MJC2 XF T2B x CH MACH2 Johtina's Ambrosia MXS MJG2 XF T2B
Breeder: Lisa Pertile
Owner: Lisa Pertile & Terence Pertile

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER 3
NAC MACH9 Aerilee's Like Never Before MXC2 PAD MJB3 XF T2B2 (B)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MJPB MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B x CH MACH2 Aerilee's Sparkling Jem MXG MJG T2B
Breeder: Julie Rodriguez
Owner: Betsey Lynch & Julie Rodriguez

MASTER SILVER JUMPER 3
NAC CH MACH8 Starstruck Anticipation MXB3 MJS3 OF T2B (B)
By PNAC CH MACH13 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MJPB MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B x NAC CH MACH8 PACH2 StarStruck Sparkle Plenty RN MXC2 MJS3 MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 XF
Breeder/Owner: Andrea Samuels

MACH6 Tiny T Gallant I Be MXG2 MJS3 (D)
By GCH CH Tiny T Bedazzle Me x CH Tiny T Jubilee
Breeder: Sally A Howard
Owner: Connie V Apling

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER 6
MACH20 Cilloette Jumpin' Zak Flash MXG5 MJB6 OF T2B (D)
By CH Cilloette Tell Me A Secret x Cilloette Hpnotiq
Breeder: Roseann Fucillo
Owner: Kathleen Kreider & Larry Kreider

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED
CH MACH2 Amoure Beau's In The Quiet Woods MXS MJG MJP (B)
By Draco's High Velocity AX AXJ OF x CH MACH2 Amoure Beau's Clever Endeavor RN MXS MJG MXP2 MJPB OF
Breeder: Derrick J L Nettles & Anne C Nettles
Owner: Danielle Wagner & Darci Wagner
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MACH Kyterals Yakety Zack Don’T Talk Back CD BN
RAE2 MXS MJB MJP THD TKN (D)
By CH Crown’s Piano Man x Kyterals Joie De Vivre
Breeder: Terri Mount
Owner: Kathy Schallert & William Schallert

MACH5 New Horizon King Of Cool MXB2 MJS2 MJP XF (D)
By Candella Hotlanta Harry x CH New Horizon Dance Crazy
Breeder: Robert Pili & Renee Pili
Owner: Arlene Collins & Renee Pili

Samantha VII MXP MJP (B)
By Buck Spot x Sugar Bunny
Breeder: Judy Dietrich-Dillow & Joseph D Dillow
Owner: Charles Burdick & Deborah Burdick

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 2
CH Brevette Triple Crown Perfected BN MXP3
MXPB MJP2 (D)
By Namaste Bon Jovi Live At Anjou x CH Brevette Nom De Guerre
Breeder: JoAnne Ybaben
Owner: Dianne Dingmann

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 4
Ezee William Turner MX MXJ MJP4 MJPB NF (D)
By CH St Blaise Angels Touch x CH Ezee Aurora Simply Loverly
Breeder: Elaine S Zech
Owner: Lori Sloan

GCHB CH MACH PACH Flashpoint's Tickle Me Tink
MXB MJS MJP4 MPJB PAX NF TKA (B)
By CH Flashpoint Shooting Star x CH Flashpt Magical Enchantress
Breeder: Angela Booth & Kim Booth
Owner: Chase Koetter

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 5
MACH PACH Tyler's Digital Flash CD MXS MJS MXP4
MXPB MJPS MJP5 PAX (B)
By Marsan My Glory's Dare To Dream x Anchor Marsan Ms Nattie Gold
Breeder: Marty D Penney & Effie Penney
Owner: Dianne Dingmann & Tyler Dingmann

Wildfire Reach For The Stars MXP2 MJP5 MJPS OFP (B)
By GCHG CH Wildfire Uncensored x CH Wildfire On The Radar
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Rachelle Wagner

PREMIER JUMPERS DOG
MACH2 Sapphiresky A Little Magic MXS MJC PJD XF (D)
By Caratooot's Complete Checkmate x True And Trusty Love Is All Around
Breeder: Stephanie Burchard
Owner: Debbie Hunt

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 9
MACH6 PACH3 Eureka's Here We Go Steeler RE
MXS2 MJS2 MPX9 MPXG MP9 MPJX PAX3 MXF T2B (D)
By CH Joco’s Moonlight Cruise x CH Nanken Sugar N Spice
Breeder: Patricia Matevich
Owner: Sally Murray

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 13
CH MACH3 PACH4 Chinak's Tri Flying Like Magic
MXC MJB2 MXP10 MXPC MJP13 MPJB2 PAX4 MXF T2B2 RAT (B)
By CH La Ren Aranon Night Flyer x Steneko’s Walls Of Jericho
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Donna Chester & Krystin Chester & Michael Chester

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 25
GCH CH AGCH MACH25 PACH11 Pinpaps Little Bit Of Bling MXB7 MJC7 MXP24 MXPB3 PADP MJPS2 PJ (D)
By CH Tonnerre's Butterfly Fantasy x CH Pinpap's Pride N Joy Of Titian
Breeder: Claudia Clark & Larry Clark
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER PREFERRED
AGCH MACH21 PACH Chinak La Ren On A Whim
MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG MXPB MPJB PAX FTC2 MFS3 TQX T2B18 (B)
By CH La Ren Chase The Moon x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke
D'Artagnan IV OA OAJ MXP2 MJPB OF (D)
By Buck Spot x Sugar Bunny
Breeder: Judy E Dietrich-Dillow & Joseph D Dillow
Owner: Charles Burdick & Deborah Burdick

Denzel Secret Kiss MX MXJ MJB MXP MJP2 MJPB (B)
By CH Denzel Secret Of My Success x Denzel Aim To Please
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Shelly Zimboski

Wingssong Autumn Song BN MXP2 MJPB CGC (B)
By CH Wingssong Alydar x CH Wingssong Wild At Heart
Breeder: Pat Jones & Chris Jones
Owner: Vera J Nyberg

MASTER SILVER JUMPER PREFERRED
MACH PACH Tyler's Digital Flash CD MXS MJS MXP4 MXPB MJPS PAX (B)
By Marsan My Glory's Dare To Dream x Anchor Marsan Ms Nattie Gold
Breeder: Marty D Penney & Effie Penney
Owner: Dianne Dingmann & Tyler Dingmann

Wildfire Reach For The Stars MXP2 MJPS OFP (B)
By GCHG CH Wildfire Uncensored x CH Wildfire On The Radar
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Rachelle Wagner

MASTER SILVER JUMPER PREFERRED 3
GCH CH AGCH MACH25 PACH11 Pinpaps Little Bit Of Bling MXB7 MJC7 MXP24 MXPB3 PADP MJPB5 PJ (D)
By CH Tonnerre's Butterfly Fantasy x CH Pinpap's Pride N Joy Of Titian
Breeder: Claudia Clark & Larry Clark
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke

AGILITY FAST NOVICE
MACH3 Canispheres Starstorm Red Hott RN MXC MJB2 NF CGC (B)
By CH Kenmar Ii Run For The Roses x Sunshoo Imahot Chocolate Gleniren
Breeder: Karen Shiel
Owner: Jennifer Graves & Borys Jurymowycz & FM MacDonald & C Ringstrom

Domino's Insurgent Of Wolfcreek AX AXJ NF (D)
By CH Domino's Toast Of The Town x CH Domino's In Vogue
Breeder: Leona G Domino & Laura Temperato
Owner: Leona G Domino & Laura Temperato

Patuxent's Fleur-De-Lis NF (D)
By Patuxent's Looking For Justice x CH MACH3 Nightfire's Just Dance MXC MJS2 NF
Breeder: Letty McNulty
Owner: Mindy Mclellan

Windcrest Wild Card RE NA NAJ NF CA CGC TKA (D)
By Windcrest Echo In The Moonlight x Windcrest Miracle On Wing
Breeder: Marcia McDiarmid & Dean McDiarmid
Owner: Jennifer Harman

AGILITY FAST NOVICE PREFERRED
Dollar Bar's Taxi Meter Running OAP NJP NFP (D)
By GCH CH Tallis Pepper & Spice CD BN RN x Starfleet Violet Nebula
Breeder: Deborah Schenck
Owner: Nancye Scalamandre & Jack Bandel

AGILITY FAST OPEN
Black Mountain Far And Away MX AXJ OF TKA (B)
By MACH Livewire Espiritu Primo MXB MJB MXF TQX x Black Mountain With Wild Abandon
Breeder: Alice M Blazer
Owner: Ms. Marie Wickhorst

Nanken My Mcqueen For A Day OA AXJ OF CA (B)
By CH Nanken Moonlight Sonata x Nanken Queen Of Diamonds
Breeder: Nana Ridgeway
Owner: Deborah Scheel

CH Pasun's Raisin' A Ruckus RN OA NAJ OF (D)
By CH Domino's Moonlight Escapade RN NA AXJ x A Nights Holy Tara' At Pasuns
Breeder/Owner: Donna Bradley

AGILITY FAST EXCELLENT
GCH CH MACH2 A Nights Coyote Joe RN MXG MJC XF T2B CGC (D)
By CH Blairwynn Tuinluv Sky's The Limit x GCH CH Springhill Red Jewel RN
Breeder: Judy K Dunn & Carrie L Blair & Duane E Dunn
Owner: Judy Dunn & Duane Dunn
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Bower's Come On And Zoom Zoom RN AX AXJ XF (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Paula Bowers

MACH Denzel Clowning Around CD PCD BN RE MXB MJS XF T2B RATS CGCA TKP (D)
By CH Denzel Tomfoolery x Denzel Come Sail Away
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Regina Edwards

Pip Thornsberry OA AXJ XF TKN (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Miranda Thornsberry

MASTER BRONZE FAST
Linjo Mis's N U Gummi AX MXJ MJB2 MFB T2B5 (D)
By CH MACH PACH Anamar Lasting Impact CDX RAE MXG MJB MXPB PAX2 x MACH Anamar Kiss
Me Kate RA MXB MJS
Breeder: Linda Repphun & Anna Topczewski & Colleen J Kodet
Owner: Linda Repphun

Pasun's U Neeq Spitfire CDX RN MX MXB MXJ MJB MFB T2B CAA (D)
By CH Domino's Moonlight Escapade RN NA AXJ x GCH CH His Latest Flame
Breeder: Donna Bradley
Owner: Cookie Nee & Donna Bradley

MASTER SILVER FAST
CH MACH2 Wildfire The Sorcerer's Apprentice MXG PAD MJC PJD MFS TQX T2B3 (D)
By CH L'Ete Cadaga The Sorcerer x Starfleet Santana
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Nancy DaCosta

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION
MACH Kathurah's Amazing Moose Bullwinkle MXS MJS XF T2B2 RATO CGC (D)
By Monarch's Sir Lancelot x Katurah's Amazing Grace Sarah NA NAJ MXP MJP NFP
Breeder/Owner: Florence L Burwell & Tim J Burwell

MACH Road's End P'Air MXB MJB (D)
By Road's End Acini Di Pepe x Road's End Madame Mimi
Breeder: Antje Kromberg Dunmire
Owner: Dolores M Tyneway D.V.M.

MACH Weenips Not A Cloud In Sight MXB MJB (B)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Denise Brandenburg-Morris

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 2
MACH2 Arrow's Madame Butterfly MXS MJB2 T2B (B)
By CH Rowley's Most Charming Prince x Foxfire'S-Arrow Simply Irresistible
Breeder: Alan R Rowley M.D.
Owner: Lee Kusek & John Kusek

MACH2 Topflite Money To Burn UD MXS MJS MFB TQX CGC (D)
By GCHB CH Siljans Disney Jr x CH Topflite Money In Motion
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher
Owner: Marliene Froke & Sandra L Schumacher & Diane Smart

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 3
MACH3 Livewire Zen Master RN MXG MJC OF T2B (D)
By CH Wise's Little Big Man x Livewire Dundee Wham Bam Thank You Mam
Breeder: Daneen Fox & Julie Sandoval & Francine P Herman
Owner: Sharon Kihara

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 5
MACH5 Georgia's Jumpin' Jack Flash MXB2 MJB2 XF T2B (D)
By Denny's Cadeau Walk'N On Water x Butterfly World's Tricky Girl
Breeder: Jennifer Fiorentino
Owner: Steffan Moody

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 7
MACH7 Pasun's Trip To The Moon MXG2 MJG2 T2B (B)
By CH Domino's Moonlight Escapade RN NA AXJ x GCH CH His Latest Flame
Breeder: Donna Bradley
Owner: Jesse Westover
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 8
MACH8 L'Ete Cadaga Little Miss Fabulous MXC2
MJB3 MXF TQX T2B4 (B)
By CH L'Ete Cadaga The Sorcerer x CH L'Ete Cadaga
Neither One Of Us
Breeder: Dr. Stanley Sohn & Linda C Sohn
Owner: Darlene Hunt & Edward Hunt

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 15
MACH15 Paragon's Lone Star Runner MXB5 MJ5S
FTC1 MFG2 TQX T2B9 (D)
By MACH Livewire Espiritu Primo MXB MJB MXF TQX
x Paragon's Naughty Dream NA NAJ OAP OJP NF
Breeder: Erich J Simon & Wanda Simon
Owner: Carole Cribbs

PREFERRED AGILITY CHAMPION
MACH4 PACH Clair De Lune Of Yeir MXC MJ5C MXPB
MJPB PAX T2B (B)
By Pixiedust Triple Threat x Admirals Yeir Miss
Graeece'
Breeder: Alisha Rochus & Rachel Carpenter
Owner: Julie Rodriguez

GCHB CH MACH PACH Flashpoint's Tickle Me Tink
MXB MJS MJP4 MJPB PAX NF TKA (B)
By CH Flashpoint Shooting Star x CH Flashpt Magical
Enchantress
Breeder: Angela Booth & Kim Booth
Owner: Chase Koetter

PREFERRED AGILITY CHAMPION 4
MACH6 PACH4 Adfam's Mini Cooper CD RA MX52
MJG2 MXP9 MXPG MJPC PAX4 NF T2B THD
CGCA TKN (D)
By CH Adfam's Romeo Of Elmac x Charmar Amber St
Blaise-Adfam
Breeder: Renea M Adams & Steven L Adams
Owner: Christine Burton

MACH6 PACH4 Eureka's Here We Go Steeler RE
MXS2 MJ52 MXP9 MXPG MJPG PAX4 MXP
TQX T2B (D)
By CH Joco's Moonlight Cruise x CH Nanken Sugar N Spice
Breeder: Patricia Matevich
Owner: Sally Murray

TIME 2 BEAT
J-Bar Spirit Of The West MX M5JX OF T2B CGC (D)
By GCH CH Mefath's Bailey'S x CH J-Bar Majical Pixie Dust
Breeder: Jennifer Able-Jones
Owner: M Riley Allen

Wildfire's Fudge Ripple MX MXB MXJ MJB NF T2B
(D)
By GCHG CH Wildfire Uncensored x CH L'Ete Cadaga
In Due Time
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Janine Tash
TIME 2 BEAT 2
MACH4 Windlake Olympic Cowboy MXC MJS2 MFB TQX T2B2 (D)
By CH MACH Fairytale Gold Dust MXS MJG XF T2B x Starsign's Windlake Christmas Delight
Breeder: Ms. Jacquelyn C Cantwell & Dr. Vernon W Cantwell M.D.
Owner: Patricia Horton

AGILITY COURSE TEST 1
Josandre' "Cari" Is A Hot Tamale ACT2 (B)
By GCH CH Freespirits Eye Catchin Arkeno RN MX MXJ T2B CGC x Josandre' Ms. Hot Stuff
Breeder: Mary Jo Loye
Owner: Ms. Kim Thompson

Parasol Dana's Sunshine ACT1 (B)
By Diamondsun's Ghost Story x Diamondsun's Quill Of Enya
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: Carol Bowling & Alvin Bowling

Parasol Dashing Lord Spencer ACT2 CGC TKN (D)
By CH Diamondsun Dbl Justice Parasol x GCHS CH Diamondsun's Xena
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: Michelle V Sherwood

Parasol Stille This Girl Is On Fire ACT2 CGC TKN (B)
By CH Diamondsun Dbl Justice Parasol x Diamondsun's Quill Of Enya
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: Rita Stille

CH Primavera's Kirinki ACT1 (D)
By CH :Primavera Charwin Chuck Barkowski x Primavera Chanceux Elinor Gamgee
Breeder: Maxine J Gurin
Owner: Mr. Edmund Kosenski & Mrs. Mary F Kosenski

AGILITY COURSE TEST 2
Josandre' "Cari" Is A Hot Tamale ACT2 (B)
By GCH CH Freespirits Eye Catchin Arkeno RN MX MXJ T2B CGC x Josandre' Ms. Hot Stuff
Breeder: Mary Jo Loye
Owner: Ms. Kim Thompson

DCAT
Lawood Cowboy Pistol Pete CA DCAT (D)
By GCH CH Lawood Ruff 'N Rowdy Dusty Cowboy x GCH CH Lawood Misty Christmas Memories
Breeder: Allen Cox & Laura Cox
Owner: Jill Mans

AGILITY COURSE TEST 2
Parasol Stille This Girl Is On Fire ACT2 CGC TKN (D)
By CH Diamondsun Dbl Justice Parasol x Diamondsun's Xena
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: Michelle V Sherwood

Parasol Stille This Girl Is On Fire ACT2 CGC TKN (B)
By CH Diamondsun Dbl Justice Parasol x Diamondsun's Quill Of Enya
Breeder: Dorothy Anderson
Owner: Rita Stille

SCENT WORK CONTAINER NOVICE
Braylor's Forevr Drastic Fantastic RN SCN SIN (B)
By CH Braylor's Radical Rigby x Forevr Candy Is Dandy
Breeder: Danny R Ford II & Brandi Renee Bray & Ruth Ann Ford
Owner: Kathy A Krnavek

Jc's Lil' Instant Replay CD BN RE SCN DJ (B)
By Jc's Lil' Sir Prize x Ace's High Lil Bit Of Spice At Jc'S
Breeder: Carrie E Lovell & Joyce Capoccia
Owner: Joyce A Capoccia

SCENT WORK INTERIOR NOVICE
Braylor's Forevr Drastic Fantastic RN SCN SIN (B)
By CH Braylor's Radical Rigby x Forevr Candy Is Dandy
Breeder: Danny R Ford II & Brandi Renee Bray & Ruth Ann Ford
Owner: Kathy A Krnavek

Marrics The One And Only At Tj-Roc SIN SEN (B)
By CH Marrics Celebrity x CH Marrics Home For The Holidays At Tj-Roc CGC
Breeder/Owner: Terri Rothwell & Marcy Wyrens
SCENT WORK EXTERIOR NOVICE
GCH CH Marrics Sky Magic RN SEN THDA CGC (D)
By CH Marrics There's No Place Like Home x Marrics Magic Happens
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens & Richard A Wyrens
Owner: Sharon L Parker & David E Parker & Marcy Wyrens

Marrics The One And Only At Tj-Roc SIN SEN (B)
By CH Marrics Celebrity x CH Marrics Home For The Holidays At Tj-Roc CGC
Breeder/Owner: Terri Rothwell & Marcy Wyrens

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN
GCH CH MACH2 A Nights Coyote Joe RN MXG MJC OF T2B CGC (D)
By CH Blairwynn Tuinluv Sky's The Limit x GCH CH Springhill Red Jewel RN
Breeder: Judy K Dunn & Carrie L Blair & Duane E Dunn
Owner: Judy Dunn & Duane Dunn

A Nights Mission 2 Get R Dun Of Springhill CGC (B)
By Marrics Been There Dun That Ph x GCHB CH A Nights Mission Accomplished
Breeder/Owner: Judy Dunn & Duane E Dunn

Angelwing's Lexi CGC (B)
By Angelwing's Charles Lyon Rountree x Angelwing's Quinn Darling
Breeder: Sheila Carpenter
Owner: Roberta Olson

GCH CH Clairus Akai Full Throttle CGC (D)
By CH Teko's Go Go Gadget x Clairus Jewel Of Akai
Breeder: Marion Ford & Janice L Clair
Owner: Carol and John Freeman

MACH3 Copella Salatino Hi Xplosive MXG MJC MXF T2B CGC (D)
By GCHP CH Copella's Rising Attraction x CH Salatino Mini Jupe Serree
Breeder: Paula Cox & Claudio Sornati & Rochester Oliveira
Owner: Chris Sanks

Lady Pi Jump For Joy CGC (B)
By CH Monarch’s Mighty Titus By Sandel x D’Vine’s Living Doll By Starfall
Breeder: Margie Riccomini
Owner: Mrs. Katherine Mims

CH Marquis Inside Information CGCA (D)
By CH Marquis The Good Life x Marquis Royal Providence
Breeder: Kevin M Ray & Paula Ray
Owner: Kathy Knuckles & Stacy Newton & Katie Falls

Melissa-Meilyn V. Rotmonten CGC (B)
By Denemore Addictive Rhythm x Contessa Cosima V. Rotmonten
Breeder: Erika Bolt
Owner: Kenneth Mattson

Merrylegs Joie De Vivre CGC TKI (B)
By GCHS CH Namaste Mission To Civilize x CH Sleepy Creek Sailor Man's Image CD BN CGC
Breeder: Mary Frisch & Mike Frisch
Owner: Nancy Zolkowski & Jack Zolkowski

Ov I Am Augustus CGC (D)
By CH D’Vine's Twilight Southern Gentleman By Monarch x CH Charisma Lady Guinevere
Breeder: Roma Tesch
Owner: Joleen Pearman

Slugger O'Toole Donovan CGC (D)
By Playful Desert Bandit By Ppc x Serenity's X Factor Lil Miss Winnie At Ppc
Breeder: Sandra Hardinger
Owner: Ms. Diane E Donovan

GCHB CH Starsign's Nothing Meek About Me CGC (D)
By Starsign's Flolin I Shot The Sheriff x Canisphere's Yes I Can
Breeder: Patty Gemmill
Owner: Patti Wilson

Startyme Kit & Kaboodle CGC (D)
By CH Zelicaon And That's The Way It Is At Startyme x CH Startyme's Veni Vidi Vici
Breeder: Jane Satterwhite
Owner: Mrs. Sherry May Hickman

Summithill You Bet Your Life RN CGC (D)
By CH Okekai Free And Easy x GCH CH Makalea's Born To Win
Breeder: Mary Ann Hillyard & Cynthia Pera & William Hillyard
Owner: Cynthia Pera
Wildfire On The Run CGC (D)
By GCHG CH Wildfire On The Verge x CH Wildfire On The Radar
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Gina Reed

ADVANCED CANINE GOOD CITIZEN
CH Marquis Inside Information CGCA (D)
By CH Marquis The Good Life x Marquis Royal Providence
Breeder: Kevin M Ray & Paula Ray
Owner: Kathy Knuckles & Stacy Newton & Katie Falls

GCHS CH Micfriends Trujoy Eye Candy CD BN RE CGCA (D)
By GCH CH Micdic’s Olympic Gold CD RN x Micfriends Hellow Wheels
Breeder: Melinda Henderson & Michelle Navarre & Karen Baird
Owner: Danni Peterson & Michelle Navarre & Karen Baird

TRICK DOG NOVICE
Blazen Reign Of Fire RA AX MXJ NF TKN (D)
By CH Nouveau Spot On x CH Sabamores U Do Connection
Breeder: Sally Hill
Owner: Sherry Neumann & Sally S Hill

Cha-Ching Buster Brown CD BN RE FDC AX AXJ NF CGCU TKN (D)
By CH MACH Cha-Ching Pappys Silver Dollar CD MXB MJS x MACH Cha-Ching Wings Of Flight CDX RA MXS MJS OF
Breeder: Lois Schweitzer & Ms. Lynne Godshall
Owner: Ms. Lynne Godshall & Betty Lou Marter

CH Denzel Now You’re Talking RA CGC TKN (D)
By CH Involo Now You See Me x CH Denzel Can’t Say Enough
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: June Talvitie-Siple & George W Siple

CH Flambeau’s Avelaine Of Topflite OA OAJ CGC TKN (B)
By CH Arkeno Topflite High Profile x Merit Topflite Happy Hour
Breeder: M Keith Macaluso & Sandra L Schumacher & Erin A Moore
Owner: Donna Calvert & Keith Macaluso

Flambeau’s King Creole Of Topflite TKN (D)
By CH Arkeno’s Memphis Blues CDX x GCH CH Flambeau’s Camille Of Topflite
Breeder: Keith Macaluso & Sandra L Schumacher & Margaret Zacher
Owner: Donna Calvert & Keith Macaluso

Josandre’ Ph Black Magic BN RA NAJ CGCA TKN (D)
By CH La Ren Ear He Comes x Kvar Full Moon Magic
Breeder: Mary Jo Loye & Janis L McLaren
Owner: Lesa Layman & Mary Jo Loye

Josandre’ To Catch A Thief TKN (D)
By GCH CH Freespirits Eye Catchin Arkeno RN MX MXJ T2B CGC x Josandre’ Pollyanna
Breeder: Mary Jo Loye
Owner: Sherry Al-Mufti & Mary Jo Loye

Merrylegs Joie De Vivre TKN (B)
By GCHS CH Namaste Mission To Civilize x CH Sleepy Creek Sailor Man’s Image CD BN CGC
Breeder: Mary Frisch & Mike Frisch
Owner: Nancy Zolkowski & Jack Zolkowski

Ov I Am Augustus CGC TKN (D)
By CH D’Vine’s Twilight Southern Gentleman By Monarch x CH Charisma Lady Guinevere
Breeder: Roma Tesch
Owner: Joleen Pearman

Primrose Of Avonlea CGC TKN (B)
By Caprice N Wallpapers Boy Of Summer x Princess Of Rocky Top
Breeder: Jessica Klawitter
Owner: Megan Bobin

Riegel Cogar Skye’s The Limit UD BN GN RN CGC TKN (B)
By GCH CH Betlen Riegel The Magic Touch UD BN RE CGC x CH Riegel Betlen Last Dance
Breeder: Carlotta Dennie & Gary Colucci
Owner: Sharon Lann

MACH2 Sonata’s Glitter In The Air CD RN MXG MJS XF TKN (B)
By MACH2 Victoria Park Jp Santa Claus MXG MJS x Hundebuden’s Quna My Obsession
Breeder: Mary Scesny
Owner: Lori Daigle
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Sonata’s Perfect Ninth AX OAJ CGCA TKN (D)
By MACH2 Victoria Park Jp Santa Claus MXG MJS x Hundebuden’s Qna My Obsession
Breeder: Mary Scesny
Owner: Cathy Miller & Helen Guiheen

TRICK DOG INTERMEDIATE
MACH4 PACH Forevr Energy Burst RE MXC MJC
MXP4 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX NF NFP TKI (B)
By CH Forevr Buck Rogers x CH Forevr A Scarlett Vixen
Breeder: Danny R Ford II & Ruth Ann Ford
Owner: Laura Simonelli

MACH Kyterals Yakety Zack Don’T Talk Back CD BN
RAE2 MXS MJB MXP MJP THD TKI (D)
By CH Crown’s Piano Man x Kyterals Joie De Vivre
Breeder: Terri Mount
Owner: Kathy Schallert & William Schallert

Merrylegs Joie De Vivre TKI (B)
By GCHS CH Namaste Mission To Civilize x CH Sleepy Creek Sailor Man’s Image CD BN CGC
Breeder: Mary Frisch & Mike Frisch
Owner: Nancy Zolkowski & Jack Zolkowski

MACH12 StarStruck Moonbeam RN MXC3 MJS4 OF FDCH TKI (D)
By CH En-La’s Bravissimo x CH MACH5 Blicci’s Sandra Dee MXC MJB2 OF
Breeder: Andrea Samuels
Owner: Laura Simonelli

TRICK DOG ADVANCED
4 Paws Bijoux D’Amour BN RA FDC CGCA CGCU TKA (B)
By Kalisse 4 Paws First Class Act x Kenmar li Have Glitz And Glamour
Breeder: 4 Paws For Ability, Inc
Owner: Jane M Schrier & Gail Gardner

4 Paws Jewel Thief CD BN RA FDC NAJ CGCA CGCU TKA (D)
By Kalisse 4 Paws First Class Act x Kenmar li Have Glitz And Glamour
Breeder: 4 Paws For Ability, Inc
Owner: Gail Gardner & Jane M Schrier

4 Paws Jolene, Just Because You Can CD BN RE FDC NA NAJ NF THD CGCA CGCU TKA (B)
By Kalisse 4 Paws First Class Act x Kenmar li Have Glitz And Glamour
Breeder: 4 Paws For Ability, Inc
Owner: Gail Gardner & Jane Schrier

Akai’s Eevee Evolution CGC TKA (B)
By CH Teko’s Go Go Gadjet x CH Vega Akai Midnight Party Girl
Breeder: Marion G Ford
Owner: Angela Casey Remedios & Chris Remedios

Amelia Earheart Fluttering By CD RE MX MXJ MJS
MXP MJP OF T2B CGC TKA (B)
By CH Troupe De La Rose’ Dawn’s ‘Erly ‘Lite x Troupe De La Rose’Ivy’rbn’bows
Breeder: Chris Roering & Rodger Roering
Owner: Jane M Schrier & Gail M Gardner

Brookfield’s The Game Is Afoot TKA (D)
By CH Brookfield’s Give’Em The Dickens x Brookfield’s Eternal Flame
Breeder: Sherry L Duhigg
Owner: Mrs. Betty Dannewitz

Soshome Mon Ami Touche’ TKA (D)
By Belladonna’s Sundancer Of Coppertone x Belladonna Jasmine Of Coppertone
Breeder: Cheri Ann Sillers
Owner: Dr. NANCY VAN DOVER

Soshome Your Brave Heart TKA (D)
By Belladonna’s Sundancer Of Coppertone x Belladonna Jasmine Of Coppertone
Breeder: Cheri Ann Sillers
Owner: Nancy Van Dover

TRICK DOG PERFORMER
MACH2 Marrics Standing Ovation Ph RN MXG MJG CGC TKP (B)
By CH Marrics In A Pinch Ph x Marrics Fascination Ph
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens
Owner: Nancy AndrysiaK

Soshome Mon Ami Touche’ TKP (D)
By Belladonna’s Sundancer Of Coppertone x Belladonna Jasmine Of Coppertone
Breeder: Cheri Ann Sillers
Owner: Dr. Nancy Van Dover
Soshome Your Brave Heart TKP (D)
By Belladonna's Sundancer Of Coppertone x Belladonna Jasmine Of Coppertone
Breeder: Cheri Ann Sillers
Owner: Nancy Van Dover

THERAPY DOG
Medlee's Ruby Slippers BN RN THD CGCA CGCU TKP (B)
By CH Caprices Quiet As A Whisper x CH Medlee's Over The Rainbow
Breeder: Susan C Austin & Marie B Smith
Owner: Diana Squicciarini

NOVICE BARN HUNT
Jad's - Spice Thyme For A Blessing RATN (B)
By MACH Spice's Jet Around Thyme CD BN RE MXS MJG AXP AJP T2B CGCA CGCU x Jad's Pretty Miss Molly
Breeder: Jo-Anne Dorman
Owner: Sarah Herring

OPEN BARN HUNT
MACH Mad Dash High Rpm BN RN MXB MJB XF T2B RATO (D)
By MACH Mad Dash Whip It Good MXS MJC x Maysong Mad Dash To Win NAJ
Breeder: Ms. Kimberly Ann Sisak
Owner: Shelley Karber

SENIOR BARN HUNT
MACH Denzel Clowning Around CD PCD BN RE MXB MJB OF T2B RATS CGCA TKP (D)
By CH Denzel Tomfoolery x Denzel Come Sail Away
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Regina Edwards

DOCK JUNIOR
Jc's Lil' Instant Replay CD BN RE DJ (B)
By Jc's Lil' Sir Prize x Ace's High Lil Bit Of Spice At Jc'S
Breeder: Carrie E Lovell & Joyce Capoccia
Owner: Joyce A Capoccia